PC COM. dt. 25-26.06.2013

No.MCI- 94(22)/2013-Med/

The Secretary to the Govt. of India,
Ministry of Health & F.W.,
Nirman Bhawan,
New Delhi

Kind Attention: Ms. A vita Tripathi, U.S. (ME)

Sub: Veer Narmad South Gujarat University - Recognition of MS(Ophthalmology) qualification against increased intake from 01(one) to 02(two) seat(s) in respect of students being trained at Surat Municipal Institute of Medical Education & Research, Surat.

Sir,

It is stated that the assessment report (May, 2013) on the standard of examination and other teaching facilities available at Surat Municipal Institute of Medical Education & Research, Surat, for purpose of Recognition of MS(Ophthalmology) qualification against increased intake from 01(one) to 02(two) seat(s) granted by Veer Narmad South Gujarat University was considered by the Board of Governors at its meeting held on 24.07.2013 and it was decided as under:

"The Board of Governors considered the assessment report (May, 2013) and noted that MS(Ophthalmology) qualification is already recognised with 01(one) seat(s) and decided to recommend that MS(Ophthalmology) qualification against increased intake from 01(one) to 02(two) seat(s) granted by Veer Narmad South Gujarat University in respect of students being trained at Surat Municipal Institute of Medical Education & Research, Surat be recognised and included in the Schedule to the I.M.C. Act, 1956 with the number of admissions to 02(two) student(s) per year."

The Board of Governors further decided that the attention of the institute be drawn to Clauses 6.4 and 6.6 of the Postgraduate Medical Education (Amendment) Regulations, 2003, Part-I, dated 21st July, 2009 and act accordingly at appropriate time, which reads as under:

6.4 The recognition so granted to a Post Graduate Course shall be for a maximum period of 3 years, upon which it shall have to be renewed.

6.6 Failure to seek timely renewal of recognition as required in sub-clause 4 shall instantly result in stoppage of admissions to the concerned Post Graduate Course.

A copy of Inspection report is enclosed herewith.

Yours faithfully,

[Dr. Anshu Sethi Bajaj]
Deputy Secretary

[Dr. Anshu Sethi Bajaj]
Deputy Secretary

Endstt No. : MCI-94(22)/2013-Med/

Copy forwarded for information and necessary action to:

1. The Dean/Principal, Surat Municipal Institute of Medical Education & Research, Umarwada, Mogalipur, Surat-395010.
2. The Registrar, Veer Narmad South Gujarat University, University Campus, Udhna, Magdalla Road, Surat - 395009.
3. The Director of Medical Education, C-Block, 2nd floor, Civil Hospital Campus, Gandhi Nagar-382012.

[Signature]

[Signature]